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Large Racial Gap Marks Trust on Immigration 

 

Slightly more Americans trust Barack Obama than congressional Republicans to handle 

immigration, but with neither side garnering a majority and vast differences in preferences 

between whites and nonwhites in the latest ABC News/Washington Post poll. 

 

Americans overall divide by 45-39 percent between Obama and the Republicans in Congress in 

trust to handle the issue; the rest are undecided or trust neither side. Whites favor the GOP over 

Obama on immigration by 47-36 percent, while nonwhites (blacks, Hispanics and others) prefer 

Obama by a broad 71-16 percent. 

 

There also are sharp partisan and ideological differences in trust on immigration in this poll, 

produced for ABC by Langer Research Associates. Democrats and Republicans each prefer their 

side’s approach by an identical 66 percentage points; independents divide closely between 

Obama and the GOP, 41-36 percent. Very conservative Americans favor the Republicans on 

immigration by 65 points and those who say they’re somewhat conservative do so by 33 points. 

Moderates take Obama’s side by a 21-point margin, liberals by 61 points.   

 

Obama has made immigration reform a second-term priority, having beaten Mitt Romney in last 

year’s election by 61 percentage points among the growing proportion of nonwhites overall and 

by 44 points among Hispanics, while losing whites by 20 points. 

 

In step with the president’s policy direction, majorities in recent ABC/Post polls have supported 

a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants. His approval rating on the issue in February, while 

just 49 percent, was the highest of his presidency and up 11 points since the summer. 

 

Analysis by Gregory Holyk. 

 
Full results: 

 

Who do you trust to do a better job handling immigration issues – (Obama) or (the 

Republicans in Congress)? 

 

                          Both    Neither     No 

          Obama   Reps   (vol.)   (vol.)    opinion 

3/10/13    45      39       1        9         6 

 

http://langerresearch.com/

